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Display furniture comes in all shapes and sizes as well as many
different materials. It can be made of wood, metal, laminate,
acrylic, glass or any combination of the above. It can be
stationary or movable, fun, modern or traditional and can house
many different types of materials.

These units are often placed at the library entrance to draw a
patron's attention to something new and exciting or placed at
the end of a shelving row to feature new books, media or even
holiday or special event items.

They can be hung on walls—using slatwall and can feature
materials such as new books, pamphlets, magazines, etc.

The possibilities can be endless, so let your imagination run wild. If
you have an idea, bring it to us and we will do our best to make
your vision a reality.

A J. P. Jay Associates representative can assist you in the process
and are certain that we can accommodate your library's needs
and price point.

This book is just a sampling of the many different styles of display
furniture available today. Should you not find the style you are
looking for, please give us a call.
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Jelly - Supple’s Jelly mobile book display carousels are free-standing, adjustable
display units designed to catch today’s patrons attention. They allow for more
playful and free-form browsing patterns than traditional shelving.

Jelly stands on industrial
locking casters for
smooth and easy
rearranging and the
shelves are adjustable.

SUPPLE

Overhead signage
allows the library to
designate what is
being presented
upon the shelves.

Mobile Media Display
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Supple

Bug – Supple’s Bug units are free-standing, mobile digital media merchandisers.
The unique lines and shape of the unit set it apart visually, while the mobile and
linear chaining attributes open creative layout options for librarians to design and
evolve their space.

Wayfinding signage above the
units allows librarians to clearly
lead patrons to the items they
are interested in.

Mobile Display Units
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Swoops – Supple’s Swoops are designed to allow small collections to be placed
center stage. The ability to easily move these units around a space is what allows
the feeling of a pop-up experience. Libraries using these displays find the items
promoted tend to fly off the shelves!

Whether Swoop is displaying
books, multimedia or
periodicals, patrons are drawn
to it by its unique styling and
face-out orientation.

Supple Mobile Collection 
Highlighting
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BeeHive – Supple’s BeeHive wall display

Supple’s BeeHive allows
the library to present
various media in a fresh
new way. The BeeHive
units are inherently flexibly
shelving and display units
featuring double-sided
housing and transparency.

The can be done as
straight units or curved
units.

SuppleWall Display
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Periodicals can be displayed on
traditional metal shelving, but more
and more libraries are selecting other
ways to house this collection. Typical
library shelving, whether steel or
wood, has a rather large footprint
taking up valuable floor space.
Today’s library is gravitating to the
slatwall option. In this scenario your
periodicals (up to a year in some
cases) are stored in acrylic pockets.
The slatwall can also be used to
display pamphlets, flyers, new books,
etc. It is aesthetically pleasing and
changes with the ever changing
needs of your library.

The slatwall above was installed on
the back side of a double-face
shelving unit.

Clear acrylic magazine pocket
Pocket is 8.6”W x 8”H x 2”D (overall)

Periodical Display
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Periodicals can also be displayed in magboxes. These 3branch magboxes are a
great way to store and display not only your periodicals, but your newspapers as
well keeping them neat and tidy. It is a user friendly, attractive storage solution
that allows easier browsing by placing your periodicals front and center. A plus
to these is that they can simply be set on the shelves you already have.
magboxes come in the following sizes.

magbox standard
The magbox standard started the revolution in
periodical storage and display. It enables
magazines to be stored collectively with the
current issue prominently featured and the back
issues stored just behind with support dividers to
keep them crisp and stout.

magbox large
Large format magazines can be difficult to
showcase, but not anymore. magbox large
houses large format magazines and tabloid style
newspapers. Standing 2” taller than the
standard magbox.

magbox newspaper
Displaying newspapers has never been easier!
magbox for newspapers is a superior way to
neatly store and display your wide format
newspapers and periodicals. It holds issues
neatly and keeps them in better shape longer.

3branchPeriodical Display



magbox mini
Discover the perfect stylish companion for digest-
sized periodicals and more. The magbox mini has
big features packed in a tight package. As the
baby of the magbox family, it provides excellent
showcasing of digest-sized publications. Whether
placed on shelving or a countertop, the mid displays
your materials effectively and elegantly.
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magbox slatwall
A genuine combination of the magbox for use with
slatwall. It’s display as pristine as it gets. A balance
between crystal clear acrylic display and slatwall
turns into a beautiful arrangement of clean,
attractive and pronounced merchandising instantly.

3branch Periodical Display
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The magbrowz collection of bins and trays provides an excellent way to allow
materials to be stored face-out for easy “flip-style” browsing. Just place on your
existing shelf.

magbowz small bin
The magbrowz small bin is great for featuring
new books for storytime. Place it anywhere to
feature your picture books.

magbrowz large bin
The magbrowz large bin allows for 3 rows of
materials. Built-in dividers and support treads
keep materials upright and stout. Convert your
existing flat shelving to browsing bin style and
revamp your library space instantly.

magbrowz small tray
The magbrowz small tray places AV materials
right in the hands of users, making them easy to
select and check out. Fill it up an watch your
circulation soar.

3branch

magbrowz large tray
The magbrowz large tray is perfect for
displaying board books and AV materials.
Just like the bins, it converts your flat shelving
into “flip-style” face-out browsing instantly.

Periodical Display



magstak standard module
Use for mass market publications, paperbacks,
graphic novels, DVDs, Blue-ray and video games
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3branch
magstak is a modular merchandising display system with clear acrylic modules
that arrange and stack. Finish the look with optional signage.

magstak tall module
Use for hardcover books and trade paperbacks

magstak magazine module
Use for magazines and brochures

Merchandising Display
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Displayers come in all shapes and sizes. The can be wood, laminate, acrylic metal or
a combination of materials. They can have glides or casters. Here are just some of
the many options available.

PalmieriFreestanding

Alden Alise
Aspen

Bannister

Baxter

Benson
Version 1

Benson
Version 2

Benson
Version 3

Burke
Celoron



Freestanding
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Display Case Display 
Tower with 

Tiers

Display 
Tower with 

Slatwall

Harris Livelli Shore Tivoli

WesleyVista

Fusion

Palmieri
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Freestanding

Bookstore

Mediatechnologies

Tapered Shelves

Tapered Dual Sided Cascade Display

Mobile

4-Sided Mobile 4-Sided Mobile 
Highrise

Tiered Cake

Octagonal Display Tapered Book Display Platform Slatwall Pinwheel 
Display Tower



Freestanding
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Kiosks

Kiosk 4-Sided
Slatwall

4-Sided
Display Kiosk

Rotating
Tower Display

Magazine Racks

Bookmark Mobile

Large Item

Big Book/Atlas Case Glass Front Display

Custom 2-Sided Display Custom Lighthouse Display

Mediatechnologies
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Freestanding TMC

Display Shelving

Children’s Display Tower

Octagon Display
with Inset Panel

Tiered Display

Octagon Display

Display Shelving with 
Perimeter Design

Leaf Display

Mobile Display 
Shelving

Octagon Display
with Digital Imprint

Perimeter Magazine 
Display



Book Bin Display
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Book Bin with Perimeter 
Topper

Linear Single-Face
Book Bin

Linear Double-Face
Book Bin

Line Arc Book BinLine Peak Book Bin

Giraffe Book Bin

Panel Leg Book Bin

Custom Book Bin

Ship Book Browser

As you can see, book bins,
come in many shapes, sizes
and colors and can be
stationary or mobile.
The ability to do custom
pieces mean these can be
designed to perfectly match
your environment and/or
theme.

TMC
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Glass Enclosed 
Floor Models Waddell

Contempo Series
Uninterrupted viewing 

space

Colossus
Minimal frame, maximum 

viewing

Challenger Series
Durable aluminum floor 

cases

Edge Series
Limitless style options

Waddell offers an numbers of styles and sizes in free standing display cases.
Whether you are looking for wood framed or metal, Waddell is sure to have the
product to fit your needs. With options like for back panels, Waddell display
cases are a great addition to entrance ways, hallways or to highlight a special
collection.

Heritage Series
Premium wood displays

Keepsake Series
Secure your most 

treasured collections



Glass Enclosed
Floor Models
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Spirit Series
Function with a 

pop of color

Varsity Series
Timeless oak 

craftsmanship

Pallet Mobile
Multifunctional 

touchdown and 
collaboration station

Reliant Series
Aluminum & wood

Quantum Series
Bending 

expectations

Prominence Series
Spotlight your 

collection

Waddell

Merchandiser Series
High visibility, restricted 

access

Monarch Series
Marbled stone cases

Vantage Series
Edge to edge 

glass
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Glass Enclosed 
Wall Models Waddell

Contempo Series
Clean, modern look

Heirloom Series
Eye-catching wood 

cases

Legacy Series
Ideal for posting plaques, 

ribbons, awards or 
announcements

Champion Series
Aluminum wall display

Prominence Series
Designed with high

style in mind

In addition to their floor cases, Waddell offers a number of wall cases (some series
have a matching floor case). Others, like the Legacy Series offer tackable
display centers

Quantum Series
An eye catching 

frame for its 
contents

Pallet Wall
Revolutionizing the 

traditional display case

Recessed Series
Inset wall display

Specialty Series
Allow the perfect 

setting for your 
most prized 
possessions



Notes:
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